CICADA BINGO
Check off what you've seen, done, or made!

- Hit in the face by a cicada
- Made Cicada jewelry
- This is my FIRST cicada hatch cycle!!
- Attended a cicada-related program at WonderLab
- Ate a cicada
- Started an exoskeleton collection
- Used ear plugs to drown out the cicadas
- Saw a cicada emerge from its exoskeleton
- Peed on by a cicada
- My dog ate a cicada
- Saw cicada eggs
- Wrote a poem about cicadas
- FREE SPACE
- Stepped on (and crushed) an exoskeleton
- Saw Cicada emergence holes
- Made a craft with a cicada exoskeleton
- Counted at least 10 cicadas
- Preserved a cicada exoskeleton
- Shared a cicada fact with a friend
- Found a complete exoskeleton
- Saw a bird eat a cicada
- Thrown a cicada party
- Caught and released a live cicada
- Wrote a song about a cicada
- Saw an exoskeleton on a tree